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Abstract
The robustness of three digital halftoning techniques are simulated for a hypothetical
electrophotographic laser printer subjected to dynamic environmental conditions over a copy
run of one thousand images.
Mathematical electrophotographic models have primarily concentrated on solid area
reproductions under time-invariant conditions. The models used in this study predict the
behavior of complex image distributions at various stages in the electrophotographic process.
The system model is divided into seven subsystems: Halftoning, Laser Exposure,
Photoconductor Discharge, Toner Development, Transfer, Fusing, and Image Display.
Spread functions associated with laser spot intensity, charge migration, and toner transfer
and fusing are used to predict the electrophotographic system response for continuous and
halftone reproduction.
Many digital halftoning techniques have been developed for converting from continuous-tone
to binary (halftone) images. The general objective of halftoning is to approximate the
intermediate gray levels of continuous tone images with a binary (black-and-white) imaging
system. Three major halftoning techniques currently used are Ordered-Dither, Cluster-Dot,
and Error Diffusion. These halftoning algorithms are included in the simulation model.
Simulation in electrophotography can be used to better understand the relationship between
electrophotographic parameters and image quality, and to observe the effects of time-variant
degradation on electrophotographic parameters and materials. Simulation programs, written
in FORTRAN and SLAM (Simulation Language Alternative Modeling), have been
developed to investigate the effects of system degradation on halftone image quality. The
programs have been designed for continuous simulation to characterize the behavior or
condition of the electrophotographic system. The simulation language provides the
necessary algorithms for obtaining
values for the variables described by the time-variant
equations, maintaining a history of values during the simulation run, and reporting statistical
information on time-dependent variables.
Electrophotographic variables associated with laser intensity, initial photoconductor surface
voltage, and residual voltage are degraded over a simulated run of one thousand copies.
These results are employed to predict the degraded electrophotographic system response and
to investigate the behavior of the various halftone techniques under dynamic system
conditions.
Two techniques have been applied to characterize halftone image quality: Tone
Reproduction Curves are used to characterize and record the tone reproduction capability of
an electrophotographic system over a simulated copy run. Density measurements are
collected and statistical inferences drawn using SLAM. Typically the sharpness of an image
is characterized by a system modulation transfer function (MTF). The mathematical models
used to describe the subsystem transforms of an electrophotographic system involve
non-linear functions. One means for predicting this non-linear system response is to use a
Chirp function as the input to the model and then to compare the reproduced modulation to
that of the original. Since the imaging system is non-linear, the system response cannot be
described by an MTF, but rather an Input Response Function. This function was used to
characterize the robustness of halftone patterns at various frequencies. Simulated images
were also generated throughout the simulation run and used to evaluate image sharpness and
resolution.
The data, generated from each of the electrophotographic simulation models, clearly indicates
that image stability and image sharpness is not influenced by dot orientation, but rather by the
type of halftoning operation used. Error-Diffusion is significantly more variable than
Clustered-Dot and Dispersed-Dot at low to mid densities. However, Error-Diffusion is
significantly less variable than the ordered dither patterns at high densities. Also, images
generated from Error-Diffusion are sharper than those generated using Clustered-Dot and
Dispersed-Dot techniques, but the resolution capability of each of the techniques remained the
same and degraded equally for each simulation run.
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INTRODUCTION
Section 1.1: Development of the electrophotographic process
In this section, the history of the electrophotographic process and system is described from
its infancy to the present. Extensive literature (Scharfe (1984), Schaffert (1975)) exists in this
area so only a brief review is warranted. Section 1.13 (Description of the xerographic system)
is a slightly modified version of that presented by Scharfe.
1.11 Historical Perspective
Chester Carlson was a patent attorney searching formethods of copying or recording written
images. In 1938, Carlson invented Electrophotography. His idea centered around
electrostatics. Carlson felt that the electrostatic fields generated by rubbing a cloth or fur over
an insulating layer could provide an electrostatic force capable of attracting charged pigment
particles. These particles could then develop latent electrostatic images on insulators. He
created an electrostatic latent image by charging and image-wise discharging a photoconductor
(a material that is an electrical insulator in the dark and a electrical conductor when exposed to
light). The photoconductor, used by Carlson, was a layer of fused sulfur electrically charged
by rubbing it with a cloth. The charged layer was then exposed through a contact transparency
to produce an electrostatic latent image on the photoconductor surface. Surface regions that
received light discharged, while regions in the dark remained charged. The electrostatic latent
image was developed by pouring lycopodium powder over the fused sulfur. This produced a
visual image, since the lycopodium power included a significant number of charged particles
that were attracted to the nondischarged part of the electrostatic latent image. The powder
image was then transferred to waxed paper by simply pressing the paper to the fused sulfur.
This electrophotographic process was later defined by Carlson as xerography from the Greek
words xeros (dry) and graphos (writing).
1.12 Evolution ofElectrophotography
Since Carlson's invention, electrophotography has evolved into a wide array of complex
xerographic and electrophotographic machines which are now manufactured and distributed
throughout the world. Carlson's basic idea of electrostatic force is still the key concept
governing most of these products.
Image information is contained in the electrostatic force
acting on the pigment particle by local variations in either the magnitude of the particle charge,
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or the electrostatic field acting on the charged particle or both. In any practical system, only
one of the variations is usually employed. Either the charge on the pigment particles is fixed
and the image information appears as an image-wise field variation above the photoconductor,
or the electrostatic field is fixed and the image appears as an image-wise variation in the charge
on the pigment particles. Practical systems ultilizing both concepts have been successfully
demonstrated. However, most commercial systems utilize the field variation concept originally
suggested by Carlson.
1.13 Description of theXerographic System
There are seven steps in the xerographic process (Figure 1.13.1). They are: (1) charging
the photoconductor; (2) exposing it to produce the electrostatic latent image; (3) developing
the image; (4) transferring the image to paper; (5) fixing the image to paper; (6) cleaning the
photoconductor and (7) erasing the electrostatic image.
The first step in the process is to charge the photoconductor to a uniform surface charge
density. The photoconductor consists of a thin layer of photoconductive material deposited
on a conductive substrate. The photoconductor can be charged by a number of methods.
Corona devices, such as a corotron or a scorotron, are usually used in practical applications.
The second step in the xerographic process is to expose the charged photoconductor to the
input image. The photoconductor will discharge in the regions where the light is absorbed and
will remain charged in the dark regions. This produces an electrostatic latent image. The
kinetics of the discharge of the photoconductor is one of the key parameters in
electrophotography. It determines the magnitude of the driving force and the range of optical
densities that can be reproduced in the xerographic system. The discharge kinetics are dictated
by two properties of the photoconductor: the photogeneration of charge by incident photons
and the subsequent charge transport through the bulk of the material.
The third step in the xerographic process is to develop the electrostatic latent image.
Development can be performed by a number ofmethods. Mono-component powders are very
sensitive developers and are used in special cases where extreme development sensitivity is
required at high resolution. The problems of powder cloud development systems are
minimized by two-component developers. A two-component developer consists of toner
particles and carrier beads. Toner are small, charged, thermoplastic particles containing
pigment that are triboelectrically attached to much
larger carrier beads. The carrier bead
transports the fine toner particle to the latent image where the toner is stripped from the
carrier, thereby developing the image. The carrier beads
are large enough to prevent the
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developer (toner and carrier) from contaminating the air and producing dirt, but also small
enough to provide excellent flow characteristics and high resolution of the developed image.
































Once the image is developed, it must be transferred to paper or other receiver media. This is
performed by carefully placing paper over the developed image, then charging through the
paper with the correct corona polarity. The process creates an electric field between the paper
and the toner. If this field is large enough, it will exceed the attraction between the
photoconductor and toner, and will deposit the toner on the paper. Once on the paper, heat
or pressure will fuse the toner permanently to the paper.
Finally, The photoconductor surface is cleaned of any residual toner by either a blade or
brush and the electrostatic image is erased. This is accomplished by uniformly exposing the
photoconductor until the electrostatic latent image is totally discharged.
Section 1.2: Modeling the electrophotographic process
Mathematical models (Spaulding (1985), Paxton (1978)) have been developed to describe
the various stages of the electrophotographic process. These models incorporate spread
functions that allow us to predict not only solid area reproductions, but also spatially varying
distributions (i.e. continuous or halftone reproductions). These spread functions simulate the
blurring effects due to charge migration, toner transfer and toner fusing. The system model is
divided into seven subsystems: Exposure, Photoconductor Discharge, Toner Development,
Transfer, Fusing, and Image Density. Sections 1.21-1.25 describe the complex image
processing through each of the subsystems of the electrophotographic system. At each stage,
the image is transformed to produce an image distribution corresponding to the output from that
subsystem. Figure 1.21.1 graphically describes the flow of events at each subsystem. (See
Appendix A for a detailed description of each subsystem model including mathematical
expressions).
1.21 Exposure
The exposure on the photoconductor can be determined from the reflectance distribution of
the original. First, the reflectance distribution is converted to a distribution of the light reflected
off the document. This luminance distribution is then blurred by the lens (as described by the
optical MTF), and a flare factor associated with the optical system is introduced. The resulting
illuminance distribution represents the exposure distribution at the image plane. The image
may be flash exposed (laser
exposure described in Section 1.3) onto a moving photoconductor




The exposure incident on the photoconductor causes a photoinduced discharge, which
creates a spatial charge distribution on the surface of the photoconductor. In many
photoconductors, the photosensitive layer is beneath a charge transfer layer, and the charge
must migrate through this layer before reaching the surface. It is obvious that there will
be some lateral and vertical diffusion to the surface. To the first order, this nonlinear process
can be modeled with a Gaussian spread function.






















































In the case of a complex charge distribution, the electric field is no longer simply
proportional to the voltage difference. Fringe effects can actually cause stronger fields to be
created in regions where the charge density is rapidly changing. Kao (1973) derived a
method for computing the electric field directly from any general charge distribution. In
regions where the charge density is rapidly changing, the fringe effects should cause different
toner masses to be developed than would be predicted from the film voltages alone.
1.24 Transfer and Fusing
Not all the toner that is developed on the photoconductor is transferred to the paper.
Experimentally, it can be seen that the fraction of the toner transferred to the paper is a function
of the toner-mass density on the photoconductor. In general, the higher the tonermass density
on the photoconductor, the higher the transfer efficiency. During the fusing process, the
toner-mass distribution is blurred due to a spreading of the toner particles. If the spreading
process is assumed to be linear, this blurring can be modeled by a convolution with a Gaussian
spread function.
1.25 Image Density
The distribution of mass densities on the paper may be predicted. Therefore, the entire
electrophotographic system (for a single copy) has been modeled. To predict the appearance of
this mass distribution to an observer ormicro/macro-densitometer, it is important to model the
interaction of incident light with the toner and paper. Spaulding utilized the results of
experiments conducted by Castro and Lu (1978) to predict (model) the fraction of incident light
reflected off the surface of the toned image. To model the light that is scattered by the paper
fibers (the light that entered the paper may exit at a different location), paper characteristics,
such as the paper spread function, are required. Maltz (1983) developed a model describing
the diffusion of light (through the bulk of the paper) using an experimentally determined paper
spread function. The model was applied to high-resolution xerographic line images and agreed
well with experimental results. See Appendix A for mathematical relationships that describe
the association between toner, paper and observed reflectance.
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Section 1.3: Electrophotographic Laser Printers
Laser printers incorporate a laser scanning system and electrophotographic processing and
are widely used in various fields (i.e. desktop publishing, high-speed printers for computer
output, etc.). Most laser printers operate at resolutions ranging from 180 dots/inch to 480
dots/inch. Data Recording Systems Inc. (Blosser and Guzik, 1987) has developed an 800 dpi
laser printer for halftone reproduction. In a laser printer, the beam from a laserdiode scans a
precharged photoreceptor as it is modulated according to the information to be printed. The
electrophotographic process may be used to produce a hardcopy output. The image
characteristics of a laser printer depend upon both the laser scanning system and the
electrophotographic process from the latent image. Image degradation is usually influenced by
the finite size of the laser beam, proper selection of the threshold matrix for the dither or dot
pattern, and trie electrophotographic process.
1.31 Laser Scanning Parameters
Shimada (1987) has described the laser beam intensity profile as a Gaussian distribution that
is a function of laser power, scan pitch, and laser spot size. Figure 1.31.1 illustrates a laser
beam that is sequentially scanning a photoreceptor surface from left to right. By knowing the
modulation function (which dictates when to turn on/off the laser beam), and the laser beam
intensity profile, the exposure energy distribution at any point on the photoreceptor can be
described (See Appendix A for the mathematical expressions). Shimada demonstrated that the
optimum ratio of laser vertical spot size (D) and scan pitch (P) varies for different
photoreceptors. For solid area and line reproductions, the optimum D/P was between 1.0 and
1.2 for a selenium and organic photoconductor respectively. Many studies of spot size
optimization for text reproduction have been performed (Shimada (1987), Kawamura (1985)).
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1.32 Continuous-to-Halftone Conversion Techniques
Many techniques (See Table 1.32.1) have been developed for improving
continuous-to-halftone image conversion; the conversion of a gray scale image formed from
heterogeneously sized (continuous-tone) and clustered dots into a visually perceived equivalent
image composed of dots of uniform size (Stuki (1977), Fox (198 1)). The general objective of
halftoning is to approximate continuous tone pictures (which contain tones ranging from white
through intermediate grays to black) as binary representations which contain black and white
tones only. Many patterns, based on ordered dither and blue noise, have been developed for
halftone reproduction in bilevel electrophotographic devices (See Appendix D). A description
of the major halftoning techniques are described below (Ulichney, 1987). If image quality
studies require the generation of laser prints, then a realistic conversion algorithm should be
included in the model to accurately represent the scanning, and ultimately the reproduction
capabilities of an electrophotographic imaging device.
Table 1.32.1 Halftoning Techniques
Halftone Type of Type of Type of
Technique pattern operation
"dot-
White Noise Aperiodic Point Dispersed
Ordered Periodic Point Clustered
Dither
Ordered Periodic Point Dispersed
Dither
Blue Noise Aperiodic Neighborhood Dispersed
(1) Ordered Dither
- An ordered dither algorithm generates a binary halftone image by
comparing pixels from an original
continuous-tone image to a threshold value from a
deterministic, periodic pattern. The thresholds are ordered rather than random. Ordered dither
is a point operation, that is, the output for a given location is based only on the single input
pixel at that location, independent of its neighbors. Once a suitable threshold array is
determined, the extreme simplicity of implementing halftoning by ordered dither makes it an
important practical design alternative for applications where the minimization of computation
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time and/or hardware is a priority. Ordered dither techniques can be divided into two classes
by the nature of the
"dots"
produced: clustered and dispersed.
Clustered-Dot - A clustered-dot halftone attempts to emulate the continuous growth of the
halftone dot area that is characteristic of a conventional contact screen found in the graphic arts.
Generating the ordered threshold array for this screen is very simple. At middle gray, the
output plane will be covered by the same number of black and white squares. For gray levels
lighter than mid-gray, the black squares must (diminish in number, and for darker gray levels,
the white squares shrink in number as the black pixels move in (See Figure 1.32.1).
Halftoning with threshold arrays such as these simulate the contact screen in that they allow
high-contrast, high-frequency detail to pass through. If an imaging device cannot faithfully
reproduce every binary pixel, the choice of ordered dither should be clustered-dot. An
example of a system that must use clustered-dot halftones is the printing process. A wide
range of clustered-dot screens (including some for special effects) are available in the graphic
arts industry (See Appendix D). Clustered-dot ordered dither is the most widely used
halftoning technique by far, electronic or otherwise, and is the type assumed when the word
halftoning is used without further qualification.
Figure 1 .32. 1 Sequence of Pixels Filled (Clustered pattern)
1 2 3 A
h a is m
5 6 7 8
10 1 I 12
13
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Dispersed-Dot - Should an image be produced on a device that can faithfully display every
binary pixel, the preferred choice of ordered dither is one that generates dispersed rather than
clustered dots. Dispersed dot threshold patterns produce high frequency fidelity and illusions
of constant gray regions better than do clustered-dot patterns of the same resolution (number of
gray levels) and period (size). These matrices are very popular, but the textures generated are
by no means "low
visibility"
for dot frequencies of about 100 dpi and less. The arrays are
designed in such a way that as each successive position is numbered (turn on), the total
two-dimensional ensemble of
"on"
positions is as homogeneously arranged as possible. When
used as threshold arrays, the corresponding arrangements of output binary dots will be
dispersed as homogeneously as possible for each gray level to be simulated (See Figure
2.32). The design of dispersed-dot ordered dither threshold patterns has been studied, most
notably, by Bayer (See Appendix D). Halftoning with a particular homogeneous threshold
matrix has become known as "Bayer's
dither"
after his 1973 proof that this pattern minimizes
low-frequency texture (Ulichney, 1987).
Figure 1.32.2 Comparison ofHalftone Patterns
(a) Dispersed-Dot Ordered Dither
(b) Clustered-Dot Ordered Dither
(c) Blue Noise Dithering
(2) Error-Diffusion (Blue Noise)
All of the halftoning methods listed in Table 1.32.1 are
viable options with the exception of dithering with white noise; the process
of creating a
dispersed-dot halftone by the point process of thresholding
an input image with uniformily
distributed, uncorrelated (white/random)
noise. The concept of dithering with blue noise
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achieves the uncorrelatedfeatures of white noise without visible low-frequency artifacts. This
technique's printing decision is based on the effective gray level of the pixel of interest and the
fixed threshold value used. The difference between the effective gray level and the gray level
corresponding to a print/no-print decision is known as the
"error"
(Figure 1.32.3). This error
is distributed to surrounding pixels (prescribed by an error matrix) which have not yet been
processed and is added to their gray level to arrive at the effective gray level. The error
diffusion algorithm first introduced by Floyd-Steinberg in 1975 is currendy the most popular
neighborhood halftoning process and has received considerable attention in spite of some
objectionable texture patterns created at certain density levels and the knowledge that fixed
thresholding tends to intensify Moire patterns (Steinbach and Wong, 1979). However,
neighborhood operations generally produce higher quality results than ordered dither patterns.







0}- Original gray level I
-
error factor
M - New gray level (Original gray level
+ error factor)
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Section 1.4: Control Parameters
Users of electrophotographic devices are primarily interested in the quality of the output
images. New processes and new materials (developers, sensitive materials, materials for parts
to be cleaned or electrified, etc.) have been developed in the effort to achieve improved image
quality (Champ, 1987). However, development of the system control to maintain the high
level of image quality has not progressed sufficiently. Such process control requires
knowledge ofparameters affecting image density and environmental factors influencing these
system parameters. Once this information is obtained, an adequate sensor, control algorithm
and rapid feedback system can be developed to adjust the system parameters tomaintain image
quality. Aoshima and Takiguchi (1984) describe xerographic parameters affecting image
density and associated environmental factors. The following sections describe parameters
affecting image quality, factors ofvariation, and control/correction models, respectively.
1.41 ParametersAffecting Image Quality
To classify process control methods, it is necessary to determine the parameters that affect
image density and to identify the causes of their variation. Table 1.41.1 summarizes the
possible parameters and sources of variation.
1 .42 Control Function Methods
One form of control is based on detecting changes in parameters, which affect image quality
or system performance. This section describes surface potential control, exposure control,
development density control, and fuser control, respectively.
1 .42. 1 Surface Potential Control
In surface potential control, the surface potential of a sensitive material is detected by a
sensor and is stabilized at some optimal value. The objectives of surface potential control are to
compensate for changes in surface potential caused by fatigue of the sensitive material,
reduction of sensitivity, or level shifts resulting from changing temperature and humidity. This
control method can be further classified as follows:
1. Vddp control
- Controls the current on the corona device.
2. Vbias control - Controls the amount of background (exposed area) development. To detect
the background potential (Vbkg), a standard white patch is employed and the image potential
(Vim) is measured directly by projecting the image on to the sensitive material.
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3. Vim control - In order to keep the image potential stable, a standard patch is used. The
potential corresponding to the standard patch is detected, and feedback control to the corona
current or the exposure level is used.
4. Contrast potential control - To keep the contrast potential constant, the difference of surface
potentials (Vddp - Vbkg) obtained from high and low density patches are calculated and
feedback control is used to adjust the corona current or the amount of exposure. The developer
bias may also be changed simultaneously.









Input voltage, dirty wires,



















Changes in film thickness (scraping),
changes in elapsed time, dependence
on temperature, humidity, number of
continuous copies, rest period
Dependence on temperature & humidity,
number of continuous copies, rest period
Variation of input voltage, dirty
optical system, deterioration of
lamp, temperature of lamp tube
wall (if fluorescent)
Variation of input voltage
Dispensed quantity (toner
consumption)
Dependence on temperature, number
of copies, rest period
*The table presented is a slightly modified version of that
presented by Aoshima and Takiguchi (1984).
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5. Predicted control - The corona current is changed litde by little, predicting the measure of
fatigue of a sensitive material due to the accumulated number of copies. The potential control
performance is highly dependent upon the potential sensor. The detection accuracy of a
potential sensor (high quality) is approximately + 1%.
1.42.2 Exposure Control
Three possible conditions require exposure control: (1) reduced light intensity due to a dirty
exposure system, (2) deterioration of a lamp (or laser), and (3) compensation for
photoconductor fatigue.
1. Light intensity stability control Using a standard white patch and a photosensor, the
intensity of light is detected at a point just before exposure. This information is fedback to the
power source of the exposure lamp. Variation in light intensity can be controlled to
approximately 10% for a long period of time.
2. Light intensity control to compensate for photoconductor sensitivity
- This method deals
with the changes in sensitivity associated with photoconductor fatigue and elapsed time. A
selenium-based material is extremely sensitive to temperature. For example, the sensitivity
may change by 20% over a range of ambient temperature from 25 C to 10 C. In some
systems, temperature changes are detected by a thermistor and the light intensity is adjusted
according to a pre-deterrnined rate so as to obtain the appropriate Vbkg. Othermethods include
maintaining the photoconductor at a constant temperature by providing a heater or by changing
the developer bias.
3. Proactive light intensity control bv detection of background
- This method is required if the
original text is on colored paper (Vbkg will be high, resulting in fogged or entirely dark
copies). To avoid this, the light intensity on the background is detected beforehand and that
value is relayed to control the lamp current. However, a method to read out the intensity of
light on the background has not been developed.
1.42.3 DevelopmentDensity Control
Two control methods have been utilized in this area. One involves maintaining constant
toner concentration (for two-component developers). The other involves feedback to control
toner concentration after detecting the developability of a developer.
1. Toner Concentration Control
- The main method for the detection of toner concentration is
to monitor the permeability of a developer. The
othermethod measures toner concentration by
detecting the quantity of reflected light off the
developer on a developing roll using a
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photosensor. A problem occurs (even though the toner concentration is constant) when the
developability of a developer is affected by environmental changes or developer aging.
Generally, the toner concentration is adjusted for changes in humidity or for ageing developers
in order to obtain constant density.
2. Developability Control - One method, reported by Howard and Spivey (1978) is to use a
photocell/light source system to reflect light off a developed patch formed on a sensitive
material. The intensity of the reflected light is inversely proportional to the toner concentration.
This light reflectance signal is used to automatically determine the necessary amount of new
toner to be added to the developer to maintain a pre-specified concentration. In this method,
feedback is required since surface unevenness of the sensitive material is also detected.
Another method is to detect the development density from the quantity of permeating light by
developing an image on a probe which can simulate the surface of the sensitive
material. In this method, developability of a developer can be kept constant. However,
surface unevenness of the sensitive material cannot be compensated.
1 .42.4 Copier Fuser Control
Daniels (1978) developed an algorithm to control the temperature of a fuser roll as well as
to control and synchronize transfer and paper handling hardware. A temperature sensor,
coupled with a control computer, alarms for over/underheating of the fuser roll when the
machine is not producing copies during warm-up and standby, and after a completed copy
run. During copy runs, substantial variations in fuser roll temperature may occur (dependent
upon copy rates). This algorithm is only effective when the copier is idle.
Section 1.5: Computer Simulation for Electrophotography
The value of electrophotographic system simulation can be inferred from the amount of
published research on the subject (Schnell (1984), Benda (1981), Williams (1978)).
Simulation (mathematical) models have been developed describing most electrophotographic
devices and subsystems (See Appendix A).
1.51 Reasonsfor Computer Simulation in Electrophotography
Simulation in electrophotography can be used: (1) To better understand the relationship
between electrophotographic parameters and image quality; (2) To observe the effect of varying
electrophotographic parameters, materials and processes on existing devices; (3) To design
new devices, materials and processes; (4) To observe the effect of time on system parameters
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and performance; (5) To determine the optimum process control method; (6) Ifmathematical
models are not appropriate; (7) If a mental model is inadequate; (8) If the simulation is
inexpensive.
1.52 Existing SimulationModels
Paxton (1978) modeled the electrophotographic process and system for solid area
reproduction. Spaulding (1985) developed and incorporated electrophotographic models for
text, continuous-tone and halftone reproduction. However, both of these system models did
not consider environmental and other factors associated with time (temperature, humidity, rest
period, scraping or cleaning the photoconductor surface, etc) or materials limitations
(photogeneration, charge transport, etc.). Monitoring and process control methods have been
developed and are used in many electrophotographic devices. Hardware is usually used to test
the performance of these methods. Marsh and Stiebitz (1987) studied the behavior of
controlled and uncontrolled electrophotographic subsystems to determine the effectiveness of
control functions and methods. They mathematically simulated control loops for exposure,
initial photoconductor surface potential, and developer bias based on a model for large solid
areas (See Appendix A). This model, coupled with Spaulding's system model and
improvements in process control methods, is the basis for a
"complete"
electrophotographic





A complete electrophotographic simulation model would encompass (1) the mathematical
models developed to describe an electrophotographic system (environmentally independent),
(2) deterministic functions/distributions or experimental data to simulate dynamic conditions,
(3) quantitative/qualitative methods to measure and observe the effect of environmental factors
on electrophotographic system performance, (4) process control functions/procedures and (5)
the generation of images and numerical data describing the degraded image. The following
flowchart (Figure 1.53.1) outlines this model.
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The above diagram represents a highly complex electrophotographic simulation system. Decay
routines and control functions for various electrophotographic subsystem variables can be
difficult to model, verify and validate. Therefore, the successful simulation begins with a
simple system model and designs a series of embellishments in evolutionary fashion to meet
problem solving requirements. Five models (See Appendix B) were designed to describe
various stages or conditions of an electrophotographic device. Each model improved on the
previous version by adding complexity and environmental factors. This method of continuous
system improvement allows the user to verify if the computer program is executing as
intended.
Section 1.6: Computer Simulation
Many computer languages have been developed to facilitate computer simulation. Simple
simulation routines written in general purpose languages such as FORTRAN, PL/C, or C, can
involve large amounts of code and computation time. In this section, the definition of
simulation and other terms referred to in computer simulation, SLAM (Simulation Language
for AlternativeModeling), and the simulation process will be discussed.
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1.61 Definition ofsimulation
Pritsker (1986) defines computer simulation as the process of designing a
mathematical-logical model of a real system and experimenting with this model on a computer.
If a system can be characterized by a set of variables, with each combination of variable values
representing a unique state or condition of the system, thenmanipulation of the variable values
simulates movement of the system from state to state. A simulation experiment involves
observing the dynamic behavior of a model by moving from state to state in accordance with
well-defined operating rules designed into the model. These experiments, or simulations,
permit inferences to be drawn about systems without building them, if they are proposed
systems; without disturbing them, if they are operating systems that are costly or unsafe to
experiment with; without destroying them, if the object of an experiment is to determine their
limits of stress. In this way, simulation can be used for design, procedural analysis, and
performance assessment.
1.62 The Simulation Process
The development of a simulation model begins with a simple model which is embellished in
evolutionary fashion to meet problem-solving requirements. The following stages of
development can be established (Pritsker, 1986):
Problem Formulation - The definition of the problem to be studied.
Model Building The abstraction of the system intomathematical logical relationships in
accordance with the problem formulation.
Data Acquisition - The identification, specification, collection and presentation of data.
Model Translation -The preparation of the model for computer processing.
Verification -The process of demonstrating that the computer program executes as intended.
Validation -The process of demonstrating that a desired accuracy or correspondence exists
between the simulation model and the real system.
Strategic and Tactical Planning - The process of establishing the experimental conditions
for using the model.
Experimentation - The execution of the simulation model to obtain output values.
Analysis of Results The process of analyzing the simulation outputs to draw inferences and
make recommendations for problem resolution.
Implementation and Documentation
- The process of implementing decisions resulting from
the simulation and documenting the model and its use.
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1.63 SLAMDefinitions
In developing a simulation model, an analyst needs to develop a conceptual framework for
describing the system to be modeled. Models of systems can be classified as either discrete or
continuous change. It is also possible to describe the same system with either a continuous or
discrete change. If the modeler is employing a simulation language, then the world view will
normally be implicit within the language. However, if the modeler elects to employ a general
purpose language, then the perspective for organizing the system description is the
responsibility of the modeler. SLAM II (Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling)
combines network, discrete event, and continuous modeling capabilities. A discrete change
system can be modeled within an event orientation, process orientation, or both. Continuous
change systems can be modeled using either differential or difference equations. Combined
discrete-continuous change systems can be modeled by combining both event and/or process
orientation and continuous orientation.
The process orientation of SLAM II employs statements that define a sequence of events that
are automatically executed by the simulation language as the entities move through the process.
Its simplicity is derived from the fact that the event logic associated with the statements is
contained within the simulation language. However, since we are restricted to a set of
standardized symbols provided by the simulation language, the model is not as flexible as with
event orientation.
In the event orientation of SLAM n, the modeler defines the events and the potential changes
to the system when an event occurs. The mathematical-logical relationships prescribing the
changes associated with each event type are coded as FORTRAN subroutines. A set of
standard subprograms is provided by SLAM II to perform common discrete-event functions
such as event scheduling, file manipulations, collection of statistics, and random sample
generation. The executive control program of SLAM II controls the simulation by advancing
time and initiating calls to the appropriate event subroutines at the proper points in simulation
time. The modeler is relieved of sequencing events to occur chronologically.
Section 1.7: Thesis Objective
The objective of this thesis is to examine the robustness of three digital halftoning techniques
for a hypothetical electrophotograpic laser printer subjected to dynamic environmental




Section 2.1: Electrophotographic System Models
The models used in this study predict the behavior of an hypothetical electrophotographic
laser printer. The simulation model is divided into seven subsystems: Halftoning, Laser
Exposure, Photoconductor Discharge, Toner Development, Transfer, Fusing, and Image
Display. Spread functions associated with laser spot intensity, charge migration, and toner
transfer and fusing are used to predict the electrophotographic system response for halftone
reproduction.
Section 2.2: Halftoning Techniques
Many digital halftoning techniques have been developed for converting from continuous-tone
to binary (halftone) images. Three major halftoning techniques were incorporated into the
simulation system: Dispersed-Dot (Bayer Algorithm), Clustered-Dot, and Error-Diffusion
(Floyd-Steinberg). Both the Clustered-Dot and Dispersed-Dot halftoning techniques are
ordered patterns and point operators. However, they differ in the sequence in which the pixels
are filled. The first is of a growing dot nature, while the later is homogeneously distributing the
dots. These three halftoning techniques will allow us to determine if the orientation of dots are
relevant or condusive to the reproduction capabilities of an electrophotographic system
submitted to extreme system conditions. The halftoning algorithms will also allow us to
determine if point and neighborhood operators influence image stability.
Section 2.3: Simulation Language
Simulation programs written in FORTRAN and SLAM have been developed to investigate
the effects of system degradation on halftone image quality. The programs have been designed
for discrete-event modeling and simulation to characterize the
behavior or condition of the
electrophotographic system (See Section 1.6: Computer Simulation). SLAM provides the
necessary algorithms for obtaining
values for the variables described by the time-variant
equations, maintaining a history of values during the simulation run, and reporting statistical
information on time-dependent variables.
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Section 2.4: Time Variant Models
As described in Section 1.4, certain environmental conditions greatly contribute to the
degradation of electrophotographic devices and, consequently, the reproduced images. To
simulate these conditions, electrophotographic variables associated with laser intensity, initial
photoconductor surface voltage, and residual voltage were degraded over a simulated run of one
thousand copies. The models described below, allow us to evaluate image quality and halftone
robustness under various degradation scenerios. Finally, in order to extend the dynamic range
of the simulation or degradation study, the initial settings of the time variant system parameters
were varied. See Appendix A: Section n for a mathematical description of the degradation
models.
1. Exposure [Eo] It is intuitive that uncontrolled illumination sources will vary over time.
This effect will be modeled as an exponential decrease in exposure producing a 15-20% change
over one thousand copies (See Appendix F).
2. Residual Voltage [Vr] - Many photoconductor materials exhibit some form of fatigue effects
due to temporary charge trapping. Assume that some of the carriers are trapped in each
discharge and are permanently trapped. In one hundred cycles, a large space charge will exist in
the bulk of the photoconductor, resulting in a significant increase in the background potential
(Vmin) of the photoconductor. This effect is simulated as an exponential increase in Vmin of
about ninety volts over a copy run of one thousand images (See Appendix F).
3. Photoconductor Surface Voltage [Vo] The initial voltage placed on the surface of the
photoconductor will degrade due to corona fatigue and changes in photoconductor properties.
This degradation is modeled as an exponential decrease in surface potential producing a 60 volt
change over the simulation run of one thousand images (See Appendix F).
4. System Decay - Electrophotographic devices over time experience a variety of system
changes. Time variant models describing cycle-up, exposure energy degradation, and
photoconductor surface potential loss are incorporated into this simulation model. This model
will allow us to predict and evaluate image quality and halftone robustness as a function of
system decay.
5. Vbias Control [Vb] - Many electrophotographic devices control a development roll bias
potential in order to prevent background development from occuring. Typically, the bias
potential is set to a guardband to exceed Vmin, for example
1.4-Vmin. Image quality and
halftone robustness will be evaluated with Vbias control and with fixed Vbias.
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Section 2.5: Computer Program Design
Two separate systems have been designed to aid the user in the simulation of
electrophotographic devices: (a) SYSPROG for system testing, information gathering, and
reference purposes and (b) SIMPROG for modeling time-variant systems. Before these
systems are described, certain features, common to both system, need to be discussed.
To ensure that the information generated by the systems is valid, a tracer was implanted into
both systems. This means that all information and calculations performed may be displayed
during image processing for real-time viewing or recorded for future reference. This technique is
achieved by assigning a numerical value to the variable itracel to either print (1) or not to print
(0). Should the user find it necessary to expand, reduce or alter a system, a command file
(Com) has been developed to help the user successfullymanipulate the system. Com contains,
in proper format, the variable names that are passed throughout the respective system. Should
the user wish to modify a system, the command file enables the user: (1) to directly determine
which variables have been assigned a numerical value, (2) to expand the number of variables to
be passed through the system, (3) to eliminate variables that are no longer required, (4) to
maintain a record of previous command files and (5) to transfer the common variables into the
system. This will help eliminate the duplication of existing variables, prevent placing common
variables out of order when creating or editing system subroutines and, by maintaining previous
command files, avoid storing old versions of an entire system.
There are three programs (files) within systems SYSPROG and SIMPROG: MAIN, 512
and OUT. These programs are divided into subroutines or area codes. This allows the user to
extract or modify various areas of interest without expending a considerable amount of time.
Each program is described below.
(1) MAIN - This program, linked with 512 and OUT, allows the user to directly select the
subroutines to be executed or involved in the electrophotographic simulation, original image
acquisition, final image storage and any special subroutines created by the user. MAIN is
currently divided into four sections. Each
section is marked with an area code and is defined at
the top of the program.
The area codes in MAIN are:
001 - Variable initialization and speciality subroutines;
002 - Electrophotographic system subroutines;
003 - Final image display & storage subroutines.
NOTE: SIMMain contains an additional area code:
004 - Electrophotographic decay and control subroutines.
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(2) 512 - This program is a compilation of the subroutines involved in the initialization of image
and electrophotographic subsystem variables (variables in common with all system programs),
original image acquisition and final image storage, and the simulation of die electrophotographic
process. The following outline illustrates this program.
1 Initialization and Specialization Subroutines
(SYS512 & SIM512)
Both subroutines are divided into separate sections:
005 - decay/control system parameters (SIM512 only);
006 - initialization of image parameters;
007 - initialization of electrophotographic parameters.
All system control variables, image parameters and electrophotographic variables are
initialized in this subroutine. Area code 006 allows the user to design a specific image
or test pattern to be processed. Currently, a step tablet may be generated.
Subroutines Description
HALFTONE This subroutine allows the user to
interactively select an ordered dither
pattern (clustered-dot or dispersed-dot).
The patterns must be stored in matrix format
HFTNERAN This subroutine allows the user to dither
with white noise (random pattern).
BLUHALF This subroutine allows the user to dither
with blue noise (error-diffusion).
n. Electrophotographic System Subroutines -
(SIMPROG & SYSPROG)
EXPOSURE Flash exposure subroutine
LASEXP Laser scanning subroutine
PCDISCHARGE Photoconductor discharge subroutine
DEVELOPMENT Toner development subroutine
TRANSFUSE Transfer & fusing of toner subroutine
REFLOUT Image output subroutine
These subroutines are based on the mathematical models described in APPENDIXA,
Section I.
EI. Control and Decay Subroutines
(SEVI512 only)
DECAYCHRG Surface charge decay subroutine
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DECAYEXP Exposure decay subroutine
TPCHRG Charge control (test patch method) subroutine
TPEXP Exposure control (test patch method) subroutine
TPDISCHRG Test patch discharge subroutine
TPDEVELOP Test patch development subroutine
These subroutines are based on the mathematical models described in Appendix A, Section n.
jy Original Image Acquisition
(SIM512 and SYS512)
PIXIN Original image acqusition subroutine
Criterion: max. 64 x 64 spatial resolution
max. 31 gray levels
REGISDISPLAY Display's original image on terminal
Criterion: max. 64 x 64 spatial resolution
max. 31 gray levels
GETIMA Original image acquisition subroutine
Criterion: max. 512 x 512 spatial resolution
max. 256 gray levels
Subroutines GETIMA & PIXIN convert the original image from binary to integer
format. The CIS/VAX system provides the hardware and software necessary for displaying
high resolution (5 12 x 5 12 x 256 gray level) images.
y Final Image Acquisition
(SIM512 and SYS512)
SAVLMA Final image storage subroutine
Criterion: max. 512 x 512 spatial resolution
max. 256 gray levels
REGISDISPLAY Same as above
NOTE: Subroutine SAVLMA converts the final image from integer to binary format
for storage and display purposes.
(3) OUT - Four arrays are generated and maintained from subroutine REFLOUT (within
program 512): Refl, Epc, Glevin and Glevout . Arrays Refl and Epc contain reflectance
values from the original and final images respectively. Arrays Glevin and Glevout contain gray
levels from the original and final images respectively. OUT is a compilation of subroutines
which allow the user to present data, from the original and final image arrays, in various formats.




An embellishment placed within SIMPROG is the common block (variables) associated with
the simulation language SLAM. The SLAM version of system SIMPROG is known as system
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SLAMSIM. This addition allows the user to either use system SIMPROG (FORTRAN) for
simple simulation routines or switch to system SLAMSIM (SLAM/FORTRAN) for highly
complex dynamic simulations.
Should modifications become necessary in system SIMPROG, then it is possible to directly
validate the new SIMPROG system with the aid of system SYSPROG. For example, if the
user installs a new surface charge decay model, then by generating a tone reproduction curve, for
output reference, and recording the respective system variables, the user simply needs to transfer
these system variables into system SYSPROG (program SYS512, subroutine INPUT) and
compare the generated SYSPROG tone reproduction curve to that created by SIMPROG. If
they are different, the user should request a trace report from both systems, realizing that the
valid report is from SYSPROG.
A checklist, designed to guide the user in modifying or preparing systems SIMPROG,
SYSPROG and SLAMSIM (the SLAM version of SIMPROG) for successful execution, is
provided in Appendix E. It is recommended for the novice.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Results generated from the simulation study will be presented and discussed in the following
sections. Tone Reproduction Curves, generated from the simulation models described below,
were used to evaluate and compare the robustness of halftoning techniques at various density
levels (Section 3.1); Simulated images or copies, of a resolution target, were generated and
used to evaluate degradation effects on image sharpness, and System Response Curves were
used to evaluate image contrast/modulation characteristics at various stages of the simulation
run (Section 3.2). Analysis or explanation of the following results, from each of the
degradation models, is discussed in Section 3.15. Examples of generated Tone Reproduction
Curves and System Response Curves are located in Appendices G andH respectively.
Section 3.1: Halftone Variability Comparison
Density measurements collected during the simulation run were used to compute the
variability at low density, mid density and high density levels (See Figure 3.1.1). A one-way
analysis of variance was performed in order to draw variability inferences among the three
halftoning techniques. The ratio of the sample variances from the halftoning techniques (i.e.
Error:Cluster, ErronDisperse, Disperse:Cluster) are summarized in Tables 3.1.1 - 3.1.4. The
computed F-values were compared to the appropriate critical value of F, for npl and n2-l
degrees of freedom, in order to determine if one technique was statistically the same, less or
more variable than the other. F-values in bold indicate a rejection of the null hypothesis. In
other words, density variability associated with the two sampled populations are statistically
different. An analysis of the following results is located in Section 3.15.









There is no significant difference in variability, regardless of Vbias control, between
clustered-dot and dispersed-dot halftoning techniques at all density and exposure levels (See
Table 3.1.1). However, the variability associated with error-diffusion and the ordered dither
patterns (clustered-dot and dispersed-dot) are statistically the same from low to mid densities
with fixed Vbias. With fixed Vbias (Table 3.1.1a), error-diffusion is less variable than
dispersed-dot and clustered-dot at high densities for all three exposure settings. If Vbias
control is introduced into the system (Table 3.1.1b) and the initial exposure is set high (Eo@
0.032 j/m^), error-diffusion is statistically more variable than clustered-dot and dispersed-dot
at low density levels, and significantly less variable at high density levels. However, there is
no significant difference between the three techniques atmid density with Vbias control.
3.12 Cycle-up
During cycle-up, the variability associated with error-diffusion, clustered-dot and
dispersed-dot from low to mid densities are equivalent. The data also supports the contention
that there is no significant difference between dispersed-dot and clustered-dot at all three
density and residual (Vr) levels (with fixed Vbias and Vbias control). With fixed Vbias (Table
3.1.2a), error-diffusion tends to decrease the variability of the system at high densities.
However, when Vbias control is introduced into the system (Table 3.1.2b), this difference is
no longer significant. In fact, error-diffusion statistically increases the variability at low
densities (for all Vr settings) and mid densities (Vr@ 50 volts). With Vbias control, there is
no significant difference between the three halftoning techniques at high density.
3.13 Surface PotentialDecay
The variability associated with dispersed-dot and
clustered-dot halftoning techniques (with
Vbias control and fixed Vbias) are statistically the same at all Vo (surface potential) settings and
density levels (See Table 3.1.3). With fixed Vbias (Table 3.1.3a), Error-diffusion is better
able to stabilize image reproduction at high densities, but only when Vo is set high (Vo@ 910
volts); otherwise, there is no significant difference among the three halftoning techniques.
With Vbias control implemented (Table 3.1.3b), Error-diffusion is significantlymore variable
than dispersed-dot and clustered-dot at low densities to mid densities for all surface potential
settings. With Vbias control, no significant variability difference exists among the three
techniques at high densities.
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3.14 System Decay
This model allows us to analyze the robustness of each halftoning technique during
exposure decay, photoconductor surface potential decay, and cycle-up. With fixed Vbias
(Table 3.1.4a), error-diffusion is significantly less variable than clustered-dot and
dispersed-dot from mid density to high density levels, and insignificant low densities. IfVbias
control is introduced (Table 3.1.4b), error-diffusion is significantly more variable than the
ordered dither patterns from low to mid densities, and insignificant at low densities. The data
also indicates a significant difference between clustered-dot and dispersed-dot at low density
(system @ "high"). However, there is no statistical difference among the three halftoning
techniques at high density regardless of initial system settings.
3.15 Analysis ofResults
The electrophotographic system does not appear to be sensitive to dot orientation. There
was no significant difference in variability between clustered-dot and dispersed-dot techniques
regardless of degradation model, and fixed Vbias and Vbias controlmodels. Clustered-dot and
dispersed-dot halftoning techniques differ only in the manner in which the dots are positioned.
However, as stated in Section 1.20, error-diffusion and ordered dither techniques differ in the
number of thresholds and operation. Error-diffusion has one set threshold, whereas the
ordered dither patterns have, in this case, sixteen (4x4 matrix). In all cases, the
electrophotographic system discriminated between the two halftoning techniques at a variety of
density levels. Error-diffusion (with Vbias fixed) was less variable than the ordered dither
patterns at high densities, and more variable at low to mid densities (with Vbias control).
Error-diffusion (with Vbias fixed) is less variable at higher densities because of one set
threshold value and its ability to compensate for changes in density (gray level). Figure 3.15.1
illustrates the effect system degradation has on image reproduction using error-diffusion and an
ordered dither algorithm. As the gray levels diminish, the original gray levels are still well
above the set threshold for error-diffusion, but are selectively being turned off when
comparedto the thresholds of the ordered dither patterns. One could say that the ordered dither
pattern is better representing the electrophotographic system changes throughout the
degradation run. However, in this case, we are simply interested in the robustness of each
halftoning technique in terms ofmaintaining original image structure and quality. With Vbias
control, error-diffusion was more variable at
low and mid densities because development was
acheived, whereas little or no development occured with the ordered dither techniques. Figure
3.15.2 illustrates the effect Vbias control has on image reproduction using error-diffusion and
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an ordered dither algorithm. Notice that the error-diffusion algorithm
"overcompensates"
for
background areas by applying the error (difference between threshold and image gray level) to
surronding areas, resulting in unwanted development (known as correlated artifacts) in
background areas.
Figure 3. 15. 1 Halftone response at high density
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Figure 3.15.2 Halftone response at low density
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Table 3.1.1(a) Halftone Variability Comparison
(Exposure Decay)
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Table 3.1.1(b) Halftone Variability Comparison
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Ho: a12 = c22
Ha: <s{2.< c22
Fcalc = S22/si2
Fcalc > L0 ==> ReJect Nul1 Hypothesis if Fcalc > 1.38 from F-Table F05(99,99)
Fcalc < L0 ==> ReJect Nul1 Hypothesis ifFcaic < 0.72 from F
05(99,99)"!
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Table 3.1.2(b) Halftone Variability Comparison


































Comparison of two variances: [Level of significance: a =.05, nj
= 100, n2=100]







FCalc > L0 ==> Reject Null Hypothesis if Fcaic > 1.38 from F-Table Fo5(99,99)
Fcaic < 1.0 ==> Reject Null Hypothesis ifFcalc < 0.72 from
F05(99,99)-1
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Table 3.1.3(a) Halftone Variability Comparison
(Surface Potential Decay)










































Table 3.1.3(b) Halftone Variability Comparison
(Surface PotentialDecay - Vb Control)
ErronDisperse






















































FCalc > 10 ==> ReJect Nul1 Hypothesis if Fcalc > 1.38 from F-Table F05(99,99)
Fcalc < 10 ==> ReJect Nul1 Hypothesis ifFcaic < 0.72 from
F-05(99,99)-1
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Table 3.1.4(b) Halftone Variability Comparison


































1- Vo@ 790 volts; Vr@ 5 volts; Eo@ 0.024
j/m2 2- Vo@ 850 volts; Vr@ 20 volts; Eo@ 0.028 j/m2
3- Vo@ 910 volts; Vr@ 50 volts; Eo@ 0.032
j/m2
Comparison of two variances: [Level of significance: a
=








FCalc > 10 ==> ReJect Nul1 Hypothesis ifFcaic > 1.38
from F-Table F05(99,99)
Fcalc < L0 ==> ReJect Nul1 Hypothesis ifFca]c < 0.72 from
F05(99,99)'1
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Section 3.2: Image Sharpness
A resolution target or Chirp function was introduced into the simulation model to investigate
the resolution capabilities of a dynamic electrophotographic system. The Chirp function consists
of cosine waves of various frequencies. The frequency of a Chirp function rises or falls linearly
with increasing distance (x); the rate of change being dependent upon the Chirp rate (a). This
allows us to direcdy evaluate modulation or resolution characteristics in the spacial rather than
frequency domain. The function used in this study is described by Equation [1] and illustrated in
Figure 3.2.1. Figures 3.2.2 - 3.2.4 represent the reproduction of the original using
Clustered-Dot, Dispersed-Dot and error-diffusion halftoning techniques respectively. The
manner in which the electrophotographic system resolves these halftoned images is described
below. The values listed in Tables 3.2.1 - 3.2.4 indicate the number of rings visible or detected
under 7x magnification. These values quantitatively express, for each halftoning technique, the
resolution capability of the electrophotographic system under various dynamic system
conditions. In all cases, the number of rings detected were not limited to eye sensitivity but
rather direcdy to system resolving power. The predicted System Response Curves, which
graphically illustratemodulation characteristics generated from each simulation model, are located
in Appendix H.






The effect of exposure (or laser) degradation on image resolution and contrast are presented in
Figures 3.21.1 - 3.21.3. These reproductions illustrate, at various stages of the simulation run,
the resolution and modulation characteristics of the halftoning techniques at the normal exposure
setting (Eo@ 0.028 j/m2) with Vbias control and
with fixed Vbias. With the exception towards
the end of the simulation run, the effect of Vbias control on image resolution is minimal (See
Table 3.2. 1). In using Vbias control, image
resolution and contrast were maintained and actually
improved near the end of the simulation run regardless of exposure energy degradation. With
fixed Vbias, the modulation or contrast level decreased for low to normal exposure settings (Eo
@ 0.024
j/m2
and 0.028 j/m2) due to the development of background areas.With Vbias control,
image modulation significantly improved for
each halftoning technique (See Figures 3.21.1 -
3.21.3). The gradual or slow degradation of exposure energy (less than 10% over 1000 copies)
was the primary reason for "last
minute"
improvements in image modulation and resolution. As
the photoconductor received less exposure, the electric fields remained strong in exposed as well
ni-1 1
Figure 3.2.1 Original Chirp Function
Figure 3.2.2 Clustered-Dot Chirp Function
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Figure 3.2.3 Dispersed-Dot Chirp Function
Figure 3.2.4 Error-Diffusion Chirp Function
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as unexposed areas because fewer light exposed surface charges were being neutralized. As the
minimum voltage (Vmin) increased, so did Vbias (since Vbias is proportionally tied to Vmin),
weakening the electric fields in the exposed areas and pulling toner away from background areas.
With a fixed bias potential (without Vbias control) there was no weakening of the electric fields
in the exposed areas, resulting in excessive background development and, in this case, a
reduction in image resolution and modulation. When the initial exposure was set high (Eo@
0.032 j/m2) and the simulation system used fixed Vbias, image modulation diminished
significantly regardless of halftoning technique. With fixed Vbias, background development was
minimal for the first hundred copies and gradually increased towards the end of the simulation
run (See Figures 3.21.4 - 3.21.6). With Vbias control, imagemodulation remained constant but
produced little or no improvement in image resolution (See Table 3.2.1 - Eo@ 0.032 j/m2). In
general, Vbias control appears to have maintained or slighdy improved image resolution for all
three halftoning techniques regardless of exposure setting. Images generated from this
simulation study vividly illustrate halftoning effects across the reproduced chirp function
(especially at higher frequencies) for all exposure settings. The ordered dither patterns
(clustered-dot and dispersed-dot) tend to produce low periodic structure throughout the image at
high frequencies. These "halftoning
effects"
are primarly observed from the ordered dither
patterns rather than from error-diffusion, thus error-diffusion is better able to reproduce higher
frequencies than clustered-dot and dispersed-dot,
3.22 Cycle-up
During cycle-up, Vbias control has a degrading affect on image resolution. Image resolution
is significantly reduced throughout the simulation run (with Vbias control), especially when Vr is
initially set high (Vr @ 50 volts). The average number of visible rings at the end of the
simulation run, with fixed Vbias, for the two ordered dither patterns and error-diffusion were
seven (See Table 3.2.2 - Vr@ 50 volts). With Vbias control, the average dropped to two. As
Vmin increased (due to charge trapping and the inability to neutralize surface charges in exposed
areas), Vbias increased, resulting in less background and
"fine-line"
development. In prohibiting
background development from occuring, Vbias control in essence prohibited the development of
thin lines. Image contrast dramatically improved with Vbias control (at the expense of image
resolution). Figures 3.22.1
- 3.22.3 illustrate this effect for each halftoning technique. During
the simulation run, with fixed Vbias, image resolution and contrast gradually diminished near the
end of the copy run for all three halftoning
techniques (See Table 3.2.2). At the lowest Vr
setting (Vr@ 5 volts), Vbias
control maintained (or slightly improved) image resolution just as
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well as the simulated system with fixed Vbias. However, with Vbias control, image resolution
diminished much more rapidly near the end of the simulation run then with fixed Vbias. Vbias
control significandy reduced background development (See Figures 3.22.4
- 3.22.6), but in
doing so image resolution could not bemaintained. For allVr settings, "halftoning
effects"
were
most apparent when using dispersed-dot and clustered-dot techniques. Figures 3.22.1
- 3.22.6
clearly illustrate that error-diffusion is superior to the ordered dither patterns in its abilities to
resolve and accurately reproduce the original test target under cycle-up conditions.
3.23 Surface PotentialDecay
The use of Vbias control during the degradation of the photoconductor surface potential
resulted in significant improvements in image resolution for each halftoning technique compared
with fixed Vbias. This result was most significant when Vo was initially set low (Vo @ 790
volts). During the simulation run with fixed Vbias, image resolution significantly diminished for
each halftoning technique (See Table 3.2.3). With a fixed or constant bias potential (system
without Vbias control), the overall weak electric fields were unable to attract toner due to the
stronger pull from Vbias, prohibiting background and thin lines from developing. The number
of detectable rings fell from fifteen and eleven (1st Copy) to eight and six (1000th Copy) using
error-diffusion and dispersed-dot respectively. Once Vbias control was introduced into the
simulation model, the number of detectable rings (ten on average) remained constant throughout
the simulation run. Vbias control, being dependent upon Vmin, gradually decreases allowing for
more background development and, in this case, the resolution increases significantly. Image
modulation or image contrast remains the same, with and withoutVbias control, throughout the
simulation run despite some occuring background development. Figures 3.23.1
- 3.23.3
illustrate the effect of photoconductor surface potential decay (Vo @ 790 volts), with Vbias
control and with fixed Vbias, for the three halftoning techniques. When the initial surface
voltage was set high (Vo@ 910 volts), the quality of the reproductions were slightly better, in
terms of image resolution, than those reproductions produced with Vo set low. This was true
with and without Vbias control. In fact, with fixed Vbias, image resolution gradually improves
towards the end of the simulation or degradation run (See Table 3.2.2 - Vo @ 910 volts). An
increase in contrast is also apparent during this simulation run. Figures 3.23.4 - 3.23.6
illustrate for each halftoning technique, the reduction of background development and increase in
image contrast resulting from photoconductor surface potential decay. When Vbias control was
introduced into the simulation model, image modulation improved significantly (compared to the
first reproductions generated with fixed Vbias) and remained constant throughout the simulation
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run. No significant improvement in image resolution occur during Vbias control. The quality of
the reproductions, in terms of halftoning effects, were superior using error-diffusion compared
with the two ordered dither patterns.
3.24 System Decay
The effect of cycle-up, exposure energy and surface potential degradation are described in this
section. Vbias control dramatically reduced image resolution throughout the simulation run when
the system settings were set to their highest initial levels (Eo@ 0.032 j/m2, Vo@ 910 volts and
Vr@ 50 volts). The number of visible rings dropped to two for each halftoning technique (See
Table 3.2.4). Figures 3.24.1 - 3.24.3 illustrate, at the highest system setting, image resolution
and contrastwith Vbias control and with fixed Vbias for each halftoning technique. With fixed
Vbias, the resolution of the reproductions gradually degrades during the simulation run
regardless of halftoning techniques. The quality of the reproductions is clearly seen in the
simulation model with Vbias control. The thin lines generated using error-diffusion are well
developed compared to the lines generated from clustered-dot and dispersed-dot. With fixed
Vbias, resolution capability and reproduction quality from error-diffusion were still better than
those generated from the ordered dither techniques. Halftoning effects are much more evident
with dispersed-dot and clustered-dot than error-diffusion at all system settings. At lower system
settings, Vbias control consistently improved image contrast. This improvement is most
apparent at the highest system setting (See Figures 3.24.1
- 3.24.3). The main contributing
factor to the loss in image resolution appears to be due to cycle-up. Figures 3.22.1 - 3.22.3,
generated from the cycle-up simulation model, match Figures 3.24.1
- 3.24.3 generated from
this model. It is the combination ofVbias control and cycle-up that produce this degrading effect
on image reproduction capability. Cycle-up generally encourages the development of unexposed
or background areas. This is primarily due to the increase in charge trapping that is occuring
within the bulk of the photoconductor. Hence, the mobile charge carriers generated by exposure
cannot travel to the surface of the photoconductor and neutralize the surface charge. To
compensate for this, increasing Vbias will further reduce the strength of the electric fields in the
exposed areas and entice toner away from the photoconductor resulting in little or no background
area development. In this case, the algorithm controlling Vbias is over compensating for the
increase in residual voltage, resulting in the loss of fine area development. The control
algorithm (See Appendix A, Section II), adjusts Vbias using a simple linear relationship (where
the dependent variable is Vmin). The gain was set to 1.4, which is typical for
electrophotographic systems. An improved algorithm for Vbias control, during System
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Degradation, is described in the next section.
3.25 Improved Vbias Control
The control algorithm described in Section 3.25 produced excellent contrast characteristics but
at the expense of image resolution. An attempt was made to develop a logical algorithm that
would improve image resolution andmaintain image contrast. This algorithm would be derived
from an ability to predict system performance during system degradation. The minimum voltage
(Vmin) is primarily determined by two opposing (degrading) forces: cycle-up and surface
potential loss. Cycle-up drives the minimum voltage up (due to charge trapping) resulting in
fewer charges being neutralized in exposed areas. Whereas the surface potential gradually
decreases, due to Corona decay, uniformily across the surface of the photoconductor. Exposure
energy decay also contributes to an increase in Vmin, however the effect of this degradation is
minimal (<10% over 1000 copies). If these two dynamic forces degraded at equal rates, Vmin
would remain constant and therefore no control algorithm for Vbias would be required.
However, in this model, the residual voltage (Vr) is increasing at amuch faster rate than the loss
in surface potential (Vo). Therefore, Vmin will be primarily driven by Vr at a gain equal to the
net response fromVr and Vo degradation (See Figure 3.25.1). As Vmin approaches Vo, there is
a significant loss in image contrast. The simple linear equation described by Equation [2] is a
typical Vbias control function. In order to drive the gain of Vbias away from Vmin, a slope
factor (A) is applied to Vmin. Figure 3.25.2 illustrates the effect gain has on the type of bias
control desired.
Vbias = A Vmin + K [2]
Case I: A > 1
This setting is analogous to the original control algorithm (A
= 1.4). This control maximized
image contrast at the expense of image resolution. The bias potential excessively increased
during the simulation run resulting in little or no development of detailed or thin image lines
during and especially near the end of the simulation run.
Case H: A < 1
Depending upon the value of the offset (K), the result of this model will vary during the
simulation run. If K < Vmin, Vbias will have little or no effect on image contrast since the
electric fields generated in exposed areas will be stronger than the pull (to remove toner) from
Vbias, resulting in an excessive amount of background development. If K Vmin, image
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contrast will be excellent for the first hundred copies, but gradually deteriorate towards the later
half of the copy run. The opposite will be true in terms of image resolution. If K > Vmin this
algorithm will be analagous to the fixed Vbias (without control) described above.
Case EI: A = 1
The effect of this control algorithm can be characterized as "constant". It would be effective or
ineffective from start to finish - from the first copy to the last copy. Therefore, the value of the
offset (K) is of extreme importance. IfK Vmin, then the result would be excellent contrast
at the expense of image resolution throughout the simulation run. K < Vmin, would result in an
increase in image resolution at the expense of image contrast. However, ifK were set slightly
above Vmin, then the result should be less background development and more image resolution.
Figures 3.25.3 - 3.25.5 illustrate the effect of this control algorithm (K = 10 volts, A = 1).
Excellent image contrast and an increase in image resolution are apparent with this type of control
algorithm. Recall, only two rings were detectable from the original control algorithm. Using K
= 10, A = 1, five rings are present (See Table 3.2.4) and if the value of K is slightly reduced,
more rings could be reproduced at little expense to image contrast. No attempt was made to
optimize K. It was simply the intention to show that improvements to the control algorithm
could be derived from an ability to predict image reproduction capability.















Figure 3.25.2 Effect of varying gain (A)
CopyRun
Table 3.2.1 Ring Count (Eo Decay)
A<1
1st*Copy 500th Copy 1000th Copy
Fixed Cntrl Fixed Cntrl Fixed Cntrl
1. Eo@ 0.024
j/m2
> Disperse-Dot 11 11 10 11 8 12
> Cluster-Dot 12 12 11 12 8 12
> Error-Diffusion 13 13 11 13 9 13
2. Eo@ 0.032
jlm2
> Disperse-Dot 12 12 12 12 11 12
> Cluster-Dot 12 12 12 12 12 12
> Error-Diffusion 13 12 13 12 13 12
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4. Vr@ 50 volts
>Disperse-Dot 10 9 9 4 8 2
> Cluster-Dot 10 9 9 4 7 2
> Error-Diffusion 12 8 10 4 9 2
Table 3.2.3 Ring Count (Vo Decay)
1st Copy 500th Copy lOOOtliCopy
Fixed Cntrl Fixed Cntrl Fixed Cntrl
5. Vo@ 790 volts
> Disperse-Dot 11 11 9 11 6 11
> Cluster-Dot 10 10 9 10 7 10
> Error-Diffusion 15 13 11 12 8 12
6. Vo@ 910 volts
> Disperse-Dot 9 11 10 12 11 11
> Cluster-Dot 9 10 10 11 11 10
> Error-Diffusion 13 15 12 14 13 13
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Table 3.2.4 Ring Count (SystemDecay)
1st Copy 500th Copy 1000th Copy
Fixed Cntrl Fixed Cntrl Fixed Cntrl
5. High Setting1
> Disperse-Dot 12 8 11 4 6 2
> Cluster-Dot 10 8 8 5 7 2
> Error-Diffusion 12 9 10 4 8 2
6. CorrectedAlgorithm
> Disperse-Dot 15 14 5
> Cluster-Dot 15 14 5
> Error-Diffusion 15 14 5
1- Eo@ 0.032 j/m2; Vo@ 910 volts; Vr@ 50 volts
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Figure 3.21.3 Exposure Decay (Eo @ 0.028 j/m2)
Error-Diffusion






Figure 3.21.4 Exposure Decay (Eo@ 0.032 j/m2)
Clustered-Dot





























Figure 3.21.6 Exposure Decay (Eo@ 0.032 j/m2)
Error-Diffusion







Figure 3.22. 1 Cycle-up (Vr@ 50 volts)
Clustered-Dot





























Figure 3.22.4 Cycle-up (Vr@ 5 volts)
Clustered-Dot















Figure 3.22.6 Cycle-up (Vr@ 5 volts)
Error-Diffusion








Figure 3.23. 1 Surface Potential (Vo@ 790 volts)
Clustered-Dot
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Figure 3.23.2 Surface Potential (Vo@ 790 volts)
Disperse-Dot












Figure 3.23.3 Surface Potential (Vo@ 790 volts)
Error-Diffusion













Figure 3.23.5 Surface Potential (Vo@ 910 volts)
Disperse-Dot






Figure 3.23.6 Surface Potential (Vo@ 910 volts)
Error-Diffusion





Figure 3.24.1 System Decay
Clustered-Dot









Figure 3.24.2 System Decay
Disperse-Dot













































Figure 3.25.5 Corrected System
Error-Diffusion







The data, generated from each electrophotographic simulation model, clearly indicates that
image stability and image sharpness is not influenced by halftone dot orientation. The
electrophotographic system does not discriminate between Clustered-Dot and Dispersed-Dot
halftoning techniques. These two techniques are point operators and differ only in the
sequence in which the pixels are filled. However, the response of the electrophotographic
system was significantly different between Error-Diffusion (neighborhood operator) and
ordered dither (point operator) halftoning techniques. Image variability decreased significantly
at high densities using Error-Diffusion. However, Error-Diffusion is significantly more
variable than ordered dither techniques at low to mid densities. This behavior, in density
variability, is attributable to a single set threshold and the laser on/off decision analysis of a
neighborhood operator. Images generated using Error-Diffusion were sharper than those
generated using Clustered-Dot and Dispersed-Dot techniques; however, the resolution
capability of each of the halftoning techniques remained the same and degraded equally for each
simulation run. The differences between techniques appeared in most degradation models
ranging from low to high initial system settings
-
suggesting that the electrophotographic
system would not have to substantially deviate or degrade before any advantages, between
techniques, could be realized.
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Section I - Electrophotographic Systemmodels




The reflectance distribution is converted into a distribution of light leaving the document.
Ed(x,y) = Eo(10-Dm(x,y)) {l]
where:
Eo = nominal exposure [j/m2]
Din(x,y) = Reflection density from original
Ed(x,y) = Exposure distribution at document [j/m2]
The exposure distribution is blurred with the spread function of the lens.
Eb (fxjy) = Ed (fxjy) MTF(fxJy) [2]
where:
fxjy = x and y frequencies respectively
Ed (fxjy) - Fourier transform of exposure distribution
MTF(fxJy) =Modulation transfer function of the optical system
Ejb (fxjy) = Fourier transform of exposure distribution blurred by lens
Rare characteristics, associated with the optical system, can be accounted for by assuming
that a fraction of the light from the image is uniformly spread over the entire image.
Ef(x,y) = (l-F)Eb(x,y) + FEave [3]
where:
F = flare factor associated with optical system
Eave = average exposure from document [j/m2]
Ef(x,y) = exposure distribution after flare [j/m2]
Assuming the photoconductor is in motion, the exposure distribution on the photoconductor
will be slightly smeared.
Epc (fxjy) = Ef(fxjy) SmeaHx) [4]
where:
*
Smear(x) = Fourier transform of smear spread function
EpC (fxjy)
= Fourier transform of exposure on the PC
*(Intensity of light as a function of time x velocity ofPC
= distance spread)
Transformation ofEpc (fxjy) results in the exposure distribution received by the
photoconductor belt.
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la. Laser Exposure SubsystemModel:
The exposure distribution associated with a laser can be discribed using the following
relationship:
E(x,y) = E0-Scan(x,y) [j/m2] [5]
where:
E(x,y) = exposure distribution created by scanning
S(x,y) = scanning function (on = 1/off = 0)
The exposure profile on the surface of the photoconductor is assumed to be Gaussian and





Epc(fxjy) = FFT of exposure distribution on the PC
rx,rv
= laser beam spot radius in x & y direction
2. PC Discharge SubsystemModel:2?
The exposure incident on the PC causes a photoinduced discharge, which creates a spatial
charge distribution in the photoconductor. The following relationship, developed by
Spaulding, can be used to predict the film voltage (We assume the process for generating
charge for a nonuniform exposure is the same).
Vfiim(x,y) = Vr - (V0-Vr)exp[(-A/V0)Epc(x,y)] [7]
where:
V0 = initial PC surface voltage [v]
Vr = residual PC voltage [v]
A = PC material property to describe the film response curve [v/j/m2]
Vfiim(x,y) = resulting distribution of surface potentials [v]
Epc(x,y) = exposure distribution on the PC [j/m2]
Charge(x,y) = (KpcPo/tpC)VflIin(x,y) [8]
where:
Kpc = dielectric constant of the PC
Po = permittivity of free space [C2/Nm2]
tpc = thickness of the PC [m]
Charge(x,y) = charge distribution created by exposure [C/m2]
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Charge migration causes lateral and vertical diffusion to occur. A Gaussian spread function
was found to be adequate in predicting this spread.
3
Chrgs(fxjy) = Charge(fxjy) exp(-p(Bd)2) [9]
where:
d = frequency = (x2 + h2)l/2 [1/mm]
B = charge spread length [mm]
ChrggCfxJy) = Fourier Transform of surface charge distribution
3. TonerDevelopment SubsystemModel:^
Kao^b derived a method for computing the electric field direcdy from any general charge
distribution. He showed that the Fourier transform of the normal component of the electric
field was related to the Fourier transform of the surface-charge distribution by the following
relationship:
En(fxjy,z) = -(Ppc/(Ppctdz + Vdz^pc))^bDirac(fxJy) + [10]
[(e-kz(1 + e-2k(tdz-z))tanh(ktpC)) / ((l+e"2ktdz)
(PpCtanh(ktpc)+Pdztanh(ktpC)))] x Charges (fxjy)
where:
k = 2p(x2 + h2) [1/mm]
Ppc = absolute permittivity of the PC [C2/Nm2]




= thickness of the PC [m]
tdz = thickness of the development zone [m]
Z = height above the PC surface where field is evaluated [m]
Vb = bias voltage of development electrode [v
= Nm/C]
Dirac(fxjy) = two-dimensional dirac delta function
Charges (fxjy)
= Fourier transform of surface-charge distribution [C/m2]
En(fxjyj) = FFT of normal component of electric field [v/m]
Toner particles are attracted to the PC from a range of heights; therefore, the average electric
field calculated over an active development region (h) is obtained by integrating the above
equation.
Eave(x,y) = (l/h)En(x,y,z) dz [11]
where:
h = height of integration (must be less than t^
En(x,y,z) = normal component of electric field in development zone [v/m]
Eave(x,y) = ave. normal component of electric field [v/m]
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The Toner-mass developed on the PC is proportional to the average of the normal component
of the electric field.
TDpc(x,y) = a Eave(x,y) [12]
where:
lie
a = development contrast [kg/m/v]
TDpC(x,y) = toner-mass density distribution (mass/unit area) [kg/m2]
related to toner and development characteristics
4. Transfer and Fusing Subsystem Models:
The fraction of toner transferred to the paper is a function of the toner-mass density on the PC.
The higher the toner-mass density, the higher the transfer efficiency will be.
The toner density transferred to the paper is:
TDt(x,y) = n-TDpc(x,y) [13]
where:
TDpC = toner-mass density on the PC [kg/m2]
n = transfer efficiency
During the transfer and fusing process, the toner-mass distribution is blurred due to spreading
of the toner particles.
TDpap (fxjy) =TDt (fxjy) exp[-p(Brd)2] [14]
where:
TDi (fxjy)
= Fourier transform of toner-mass density before spread
TDpap (fxjy)
= Transform of toner-mass density distribution on paper
Bj = toner spread length [mm]
5. Output Density
Model:2?
5a. Using the results ofCastro and Lu^c,
the fraction of incident light reflected off the surface
of a toned image can bemodeled with the following expression:
Rfs(x,y) = -Iog[10-DP
e-Bm(x,y)/m + i0-Dt(i.e-m(x,y)/m)] [15]
where:
Dp






m = tonermass/cross section ratio [kg/m2]
B = toner shadow factor
m(x,y) = TDpap(x,y) [kg/m2]
Rfs(x>y) = firs1 surface reflectance distribution of toned image
5b. A Beer's law relationship is used to predict the amount of light transmitted through the
toner and into the paper bulkr
Ts(x,y) = 10-klTDpap(x,y) [16]
where:
kj = constant (related to toner absorption/scattering properties)
Ts(x,y) = transmittance to toner layer
The fraction of light entering the paper bulk is determined by subtracting off the first surface
reflectance and multiplying by the surface transmittance. The light, inside the paper, is
scattered by the paper fibers and may exit the paper at a different location than it entered. This





(Note: Distributions and notation are defined on the following page)
Knowing the reflectance of the paper bulk, the distribution of light leaving the paper bulk is
determined. This light must be retransmitted up through the surface layer (through the toner
=
Ts) to calculate die amount of light which leaves the image. The first surface reflectance is then
added back to calculate the observed reflectance distribution (The first surface reflectance, from
5a, added to the retransmitted reflectance from 5b).
Ro(x,y) = [{(l-Rfs(x,y))Ts(x,y)}
*




Rpb = reflectance ofpaper bulk
PS(x,y) = paper-spread function
Rfs(x,y) = first surface reflectance distribution
Ts(x,y) = surface layer transmittance distribution
R0(x,y) = observed reflectance distribution
VJ.-8
SECTION n
1. Exposure Decay model23
For a flash copier system, the exposure decay is modelled as an exponential decrease
producing approximately a 10% change over a copy run of 500 images.
D'eo = -8.6e-07[Exp(-tnow/(10 image))] [j/m2]
Deo = D'eo + Peo U/m2]
where: D'eo = decay exposure increment
Deo = decay exposure value
Peo = exposure level from previous image
tnow = current time or copy number
image = copy run length
2. Exposure Control model23
Test Patch Method: This control method adjusts or compensates the amount of exposure by
computing the difference between the measured and set density of a low and high test patch.
This method corrects the exposure based on information obtained from the previous image.
Eo = Dgo + Ki(Dm
- Dset) [j/m2]
where: Eo = controlled exposure level
Deo = exposure level from previous image
Kj = gain of the proportional control loop
Dsej = set (known) density on test patch
Dm = measured density on test patch (from previous image)
3. Surface Charge Decay model
23
This model produces a maximum surface charge variation of approximately 90 volts over a
copy run of 500 images. This
model simulates cycle-up (for the first 200 copies) followed by
cycle-down.
D'Vo = l^Ktnow/lOO-tnow3/4-0606)] Exp(-(tnow/200)2)
Dvo = D'vo + pvo [volts]
where: D'Vo = Decay surface voltage
increment
Pv0 = Surface voltage
from previous image
Dv0 = Decay surface voltage
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4. Surface Charge Control model23
Test PatchMethod: This control method adjusts or compensates the amount of surface voltage
by computing the difference between the measured and set density of a low and high test patch.
This method corrects the surface charge based on information obtained from the previous
image.
Vo = Dvo + K2(Dm-DSet) [volts]
where: Vo = controlled surface voltage
K2 = gain of the proportional control loop
Dset = set (known) density on test patch
Dm =measured density on test patch (from previous image)
5. Bias Voltage Control
Test Patch method: It is common to maintain the bias voltage at a level proportional to the
image potential of the intended background area (Vbkg). This control may be achieved by
measuring the electrostatic potential of a test patch which has the same density as the
background area.
Vb = K3 (Vmin) [volts]
where: Vb = bias voltage
K3 = proportionality constant (usually 1.4)
Vmin = minimum surface potential
6. TonerDevelopment (Test Patch)
It is well known that for solid areas (uniform charge distribution), the developed tonermass is
linearly related to the difference between the film voltage and the bias
voltage.
Dout = K4 (Vf
- Vb) [optical density]
where: Vb = bias voltage
Vf= film voltage (respective test patches)
K4 = constant of proportionality


















Environment: User selections (materials, initial parameters).
Purpose: Verify that the computer program executes as intended. This model will simulate the
electrophotographic process for various user selections [initialization, semi-optimization
purposes]. User selections include thickness of PC, nominal exposure, initial voltage, bias
voltage andmaterial property.
Level ofDetail: Simulation of an electrophotographic system for a single reproduction.
Performance Measure: (1) Optimization of certain electrophotographic system variables for
various purposes or modes. (2) Tone reproduction curves, as a function of user selections, to
characterize system performance. (3) Image sharpness by means of system response curves and
laser printed (pictural) output
Design Alternatives: Improve electrophotographic subsystem design.







input, exposure, pc discharge, toner
dev., transfer, fuse, clean, erase
output














Environment: Temp/humidity, no. of continuous copies, rest period, development time, no.
of targets, cleaning and erasing of the PC may affect the sensitivity of the photoconductor in a
substantial manner resulting in a degradation of image quality. [Underlying factors: Charge
trapping/transport, photogeneration, and changes in film thickness].
Purpose: Verify that the computer program executes as intended. This model will simulate an
electrophotographic system for multiple copies (cyclic performance) over a relatively small
interval of time (so as not to be affected by laser decay, pc fatigue, etc.). This model will also
provide information on parameters affecting image quality for continuous copying over a small
interval of time.
Level ofDetail: Simulation of an electrophotographic system for multiple copies of different
or identical input density distributions for a relatively small period of time. No (sub)system
feedback or control functions within system.
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Performance Measure: (1) System variables and related environmental factors plotted
against simulated time (# of copies). System variables include: Bias voltage (Vb), Surface
voltage (Vo) and Background potential (Vmin). (2) Tone reproduction curves (vs. simulated
time) to characterize system performance. (3) Laser printouts and system response curves to
characterize image quality.
Design Alternatives: Determine if temperature and humidity significantly contribute
variable degradation in this time frame.







input, exposure, pc discharge, toner























System: PC control/monitor algorithm(s) introduced.
Purpose: Verify that the computer program executes as intended. Simulate various PC
monitor and control functions to compensate for reduced sensitivity of the PC attributed to the
no. of continuous copies, length of rest period, temp/humidity and cleaning of the PC surface
(changes in film thickness).
Level of Detail: Simulation of an electrophotographic system for continuous copying with
PCmonitor/control algorithms to compensate for short term environmental factors.
Performance Measure: (1) Tone reproduction curves to characterize system and control
performance. (2) Laser printouts and system response curves to characterize image quality. (3)
Controlled PC subsystem variables and related environmental factors plotted against simulated
time (# of copies) to determine the effectiveness ofvarious control algorithms.
Design Alternatives: Enhance monitor and control algorithm(s).








copies and decay (decay)
copy intervals
Environment: Depletion of toner (toner consumption), erasing lamp decay, laser (or lamp)
intensity decay, PC fatigue, duration of rest period, no. of continuous copies and copy runs,
cleaning ofPC surface (variation in film thickness), temperature and humidity.
Purpose: Verify that the computer program executes as intended. This model will simulate an
electrophotographic system (and output) formultiple copies over a relatively long period of time.
This model will also provide information on environmental factors and subsystem parameters
significantly affecting image quality.
Level of Detail: Simulation of an electrophotographic system and output over an extended
period of time. The PC monitor/control function only corrects environmental factors described in
MODEL 2. This model does not contain control functions related to long term time-variant
factors.
Performance Measure: (1) Tone reproduction curves to characterize the effect of decay
functions on system performance. (2) System response curves and image printouts to
characterize image quality. (3) Environmental factors and related subsystem variables plotted
against simulated time (no. of copies).









/Vr/w/, exposure, pc discharge _ toner
dev., transfer, clean, erase, output,
exposure cntrl, pc cntrl, toner cntrl,
erase cntrl








Purpose: Simulation of an electrophotographic system, with control functions, over an
extended time frame. This model's environment includes factors that affect system performance
and image quality over a relatively long period of time. It also includes a PC control function
(MODEL 2) to improve system performance/image quality for continuous copies (copy run).
Level ofDetail: Simulation of a complete electrophotographic system.
Performance Measure: (1) Tone reproduction curves to characterize system (and control)
performance. (2) Laser printouts and system response curves to characterize image quality. (3)






variable name symbol value units
Nominal exposure E0 .030
j/m2
Rare factor F 0.07
Initial voltage V0 800 V
Residual voltage Vr 20 V
Film response factor






Permittivity of space Po 8.85 x
10"12 C2/nm2
Thickness of PC Tpc 21 um
Permittivity of PC Ppc 6.3P0
C2/NM2
Permittivity of dev. zone







Bias voltage vb 200 V








Reflectance of toner Rt 0.0398107
Toner shadow factor
Toner diameter (ave.)













00 01 04 06
02 03 08 09
05 10 12 14
07 11 13 15
3. Dot Dispersion
00 01 08 09
04 05 12 13
10 11 02 03
14 15 06 07
5. Bayer
00 08 02 10
12 04 14 06
03 11 01 09





12 04 08 14
10 00 01 07
06 03 02 11
15 09 05 13
4. Square Dot
15 11 05 13
07 03 01 09
10 02 00 04
14 06 08 12
6. Spiral Dot
06 07 08 09
05 00 01 10
04 03 02 11









Checklist for system SYSPROG
Modifications Selected
I. Program SYSMain


















1. AC-004 Initialization of image parameters
Trace Report - (itrace2)
SetHalftoneAperture size
Image Sampling size
2. AC-005 Initialization of electrophotographic parameters
Exposure and Laser variables
PC Discharge variables
Development variables
Transfer & Fuse variables
Output variables



































Checklist for system SIMPROG
Modifications Selected
I. Program SIMMain





















* Not a subroutine.




























High Density test patch (Known)
Low Density test patch (Known)









2. AC-006 Initialization of image parameters
Trace Report - (itrace2)
Set HalftoneAperture size
Image Sampling size
3. AC-007 Initialization of electrophotographic parameters
Exposure and Laser variables
PC Discharge variables
Developmentvariables










File SIMcom (not included in SIMPROG) Declaration of common variables
- Declaration ofvariable types
- Image size
IF the SIM system is executed in batch mode, the following filenames (IN THE PROPER
ORDER) should be placed in die "batch read-in file".
SIMFILE.IN
Question 1 - Parameter filename
Question 2 - Inputmaximum gray level










= Input Gray level for solid area





- Input halftone technique code
Question 5 - Output image filenames
Question 6 - Output scan filenames
Question 6 - Output TRC filenames












* CALL@HALFTONE - identifies subroutine HALFTONE (Cluster& Dispersed algorithm)
CALL@HFTNERAN - identifies subroutine HFTNERAN (White Noise algorithm)
CALL@BLUHALF - identifies subroutine BLUHALF (Error-Diffusion algorithm)
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Cheklist for system SLAMSIM
Modifications Selected
I. Program SLAMSIM




















* Not a subroutine.





5. AC-005 Test patch control
parameters
High Density test patch (Known)
Low Density test patch (Known)






























6. AC-006 Initialization of image parameters
Trace Report - (itrace2) ON OFF
SetHalftoneAperture size SET NA
Image sampling size SET NA
7. AC-007 Initialization of electrophotographic parameters
Exposure and Laser variables SET NA
PCDischarge variables SET NA
Development variables SET NA
Transfer & Fuse variables SET NA
Output variables SET NA
File SLAMcom (not included in SLAMSIM) - Declaration of common variables
- Declaration of variable types
Image size
The command file SLAMSEVLDAT contains SLAM command statements.
The following input, depending upon the simulation mode, maybe required at the
end of each simulation run.
Question 1 - Parameter filename
Question 2 - Inputmaximum gray level










- InputGray level for solid area





- Input halftone technique code
Question 5 - Output image filenames
Question 6 - Output scan filenames
Question 6 - Output TRC filenames
Question 7 - Output RFFT filenames
*
CALL@HALFTONE
- identifies subroutine HALFTONE (Cluster & Dispersed algorithm)
CALL@HFTNERAN - identifies subroutine HFTNERAN (White Noise algorithm)
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